#### Junior Men's Double Sculls

**WED 6 AUG 2014**

**Race 14**

**Event:** Junior Men's Double Sculls

**Start Time:** 16:31

**Lane** | **Ctry** | **Name** | **Date of Birth**
--- | --- | --- | ---
1 | GBR | WHITE James (b) | 28 MAY 1996
2 | GBR | RUSSELL Fraser (s) | 25 JAN 1997
2 | AUS | BOORMAN Tyron (b) | 26 JAN 1996
3 | AUS | BAKKER Adam (s) | 09 MAR 1997
3 | TUR | ARDIC Harun (b) | 01 MAY 1998
4 | TUR | GOLER Yasin (s) | 01 JAN 1996
4 | USA | HOLOD Daniel (b) | 11 JUN 1996
5 | USA | BERNICK Galen (s) | 25 FEB 1996
5 | CHN | CHEN Junjie (b) | 08 MAR 1996
6 | CHN | CHEN Sensen (s) | 10 MAY 1996

**Progression System:** 1-4 to Quarterfinal, Remainder to Repechage (1-4→Q, 5..→R)

**Legend**

- b: bow
- s: stroke
- H: Heat
- R: Repechage
- Q: Quarterfinal

**INTERNET Service:** www.worldrowing.com

**FISA Data Service**
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